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ACTS A Common Tracking Software project

Project to preserve and enhance LHC track 
reconstruction software for future  
detectors and computing infrastructure  

A flexible, open source R&D testbed: 
- facilitate collaboration across experiments  

and external contributors, e.g. machine learning experts 
- allow for novel algorithms and detector components (e.g. timing, track lets) 

A high-performant toolbox for track reconstruction based on LHC experience 
- modern code and software concepts to allow for concurrent computing 
- support high luminosity and high precision tracking algorithms 

Currently developers from ATLAS, LHCb, FCC-hh 
- supporting: FCC-hh, Tracking machine learning challenge 

FCC-hh detector concept 
with 1000 p-p events 

with ACTS fast simulation

http://acts.web.cern.ch/ACTS/

http://acts.web.cern.ch/ACTS/


Motivation ATLAS Tracking SW (> 15 years) 
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Status Shift to ACTS modules
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ATLAS Tracking modules
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ATLAS ITk Pixel version CLIC Inner FCC-hh design

Detector description Magnetic field

ACTS plugin 
(from Geant4, ROOT, etc.)

ACTS plugin 
(from ROOT, txt file)

Track reconstruction tools, fast simulation

ACTS Mission statement

Examples:

Example: ACTS fast simulation on a 64 thread machine, 
occupying ~60 threads most of the time

Tools implemented to be executed in concurrent computing setup 
- flexibility needed to react to future computing 
  hardware architectures (many cores, GPUs, …)

occupied threads
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ACTS Toolkit for parallel execution
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const-correctness 

statelessness 
- cache visitor pattern for calls that need to run concurrently  

namespace Acts { 
  /// doxygen documentation 
  class WorkHorse { 

 /// @struct Config for To 
    struct Cache { 
       float accumlatedPath; ///< configure the coat colour 
    }; 
    /// method to make the horse run 
    /// @param hCache - cache tracker for this horse 
    /// @param coords - place where the horse should run to 
    /// @return a result, horse may drop dead if max path is reached 
    const RunResult run(Cache& hCache, const Vector3D& coords) const;   
     
 }; 
}
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Team ACTS group members/developers
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ATLAS
LHCb
FCCSW
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Tracking detector in ACTS with 1000  
pileup events and ACTS fast simulation

Backup slides …



Status Current magnetic field map support
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Tests using different magnetic field inputs within ACTS 
- ATLAS map (currently converted from ATLAS root file),  

direct use of ATLAS MagneticFieldSvc possible (template parameter) 
- FCC-hh field map

ATLAS magnetic field map in ACTS



Status Binding ACTS with a detector (SW) backend
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Geometry binding via DetectorElementBase 

DetectorElement

Surface

namespace Acts { 
  /// doxygen documentation 
  class DetectorElementBase { 

 /// the according represented surface 
    virtual const Surface& associatedSurface() const = 0; 
  }; 
}

 class MyDetectorElement { 
 /// @copydoc DetectorElementBase::asscociatedSurface 

    const PlaneSurface& associatedSurface() const; 
  };

Detailed 3D detector geometry ACTS Tracking geometry


